Scouse Pop TV Series 1 and 2 Bay TV by Skillen, Paul
Scouse Pop Episode 1 
Henry Pirestman:  creativity longevity adaptation and change 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUeiIeMBmNk 
 
Scouse Pop Episode 2 




Scouse Pop Episode 3 
Colin Vearncombe: Dealing with disappointment. Scouse Resilience. Changing styles. 
 
Scouse Pop Episode 4 
Dave Palmer Francesco Melina: Humble beginnings, the art of the photographer in displaying the 
message and creativity. Links with press. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2AO0GrmqYU 
The role of Eric’s in the renaissance.  
 
Scouse Pop Episode 5 
Noel Burke. Echo and the Bunnymen Replacing and icon. Retaining creativity. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIYfIMzqfTc 
 
Scouse Pop Episode 6 




Scouse Pop Episode 7 




Scouse Pop Episode 8 
Frank Maudsley A Flock of Seagulls.  Hard work determination ego. The United states and the perfect 
band for MTV 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCDLp5PLWPs 
 
Scouse Pop Episode 9 




Scouse Pop Episode 10 
A visit to the IPM archives. The academic view Sara Cohen Mike Jones. What the music means to the 
public. Roger Hill Pete Riley Chris Currie 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IB3FnJ1LRA 
 
Scouse Pop Episode 11 
China Crisis. The creative process Scouse resilience  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJJhhlXF5oM&list=PLaKDpyIEz16VxzyLN0AHV58W_8Ic5xo_H&i
ndex=2 
 
